
Dear J, 

 

Hi, my name is M and I live in Liverpool and I am 9 years old.  My favourite 

animal is a monkey specifically chimpanzees. What is your favourite animal? I 

am writing to tell you my favourite aspects of Liverpool. 

 

Here in Liverpool, it is a busy City but also is very fortunate to have very lovely 

beaches. Well it would be better with out all of the jellyfish. Art sculptures by 

Sir Antony  Gormly have been placed down on Crosby Beach. In 2005, one 

hundred (yeah you read that right ONE HUNDRED) Iron men were created 

based on the artists own body . The Iron men are basically manicans but 

instead of being in a shop or on display but are in the middle of a Beach. All of 

the Iron men are faced out looking at sea with the meaning of hope of a new 

future. 

 

Also there are some things placed here that are quite extraordinary. It is 

something combined with a lamb and a banana. I know what you are probably 

thinking. A banana and a lamb? What none sense. Can you guess what it is 

called? Need help? The correct answer is… a lambanana. Did you get it? A 

lambanana is basically a statue in the shape of a banana but is a lamb. So 

basically a lamb statue in the shape of a banana . Liverpool is well known for its 

art culture and was awarded capital of culture in 2008. Japanese artist Taro 

Chiezo designed the super lambanana which instantly became a hit around 

Liverpool City with 125 of them being placed around for people to find all the 

fun different designs. 

 

Also, there is a famous gymnast called Daniel Pervous . He had won multiple 

gold medals in the Olympics.He used to have a gymnastics academy in the NAC 

(the NAC is an activity center ). I used to go there but unfortunately it had to 

close because of covid-19. 

I  hope you enjoyed my letter and learnt something about Liverpool. 

Yours faithfully, M 


